The International Technology Expo on the built environment
LUMI 2019: The unique professional event for the smart sector, from building 4.0 to smart city

Bright technology for a smart life!

OBJECTIVES

LUMI 2019 is designed to:

INSPIRE
With integrated products and technologies for smart spaces. Success stories of applications and solutions, sources of ideas and inspiration to create new business models.

TRAINING
A training area where it is possible to improve skills and professional growth. A way to share information and competences among professionals.

COMMUNICATE
Technology made simple because the important thing is to explain how it is used and applied and demonstrate its benefits.

COLLABORATE
A B2B networking event with new opportunities for meeting and interaction among professionals.

LUMI presents technologies, innovative products and solutions for SMART SPACES: interconnected, safe and efficient.

The natural evolution of ILLUMINOTRONICA, which began with a focus on lighting and then also covered security, LUMI represents the new market of system integration. Design, application, installation of lighting, home and building automation, security and multimedia - for people’s wellbeing and comfort.

LUMI aims at presenting a new concept of responsive building, where all the components are integrated in a smart network able to answer to human needs.

With international speakers, matching and networking events, a full programme of free workshops and classes, LUMI tells the success of innovation and digital transformation for the built environment underlining the best practices and new business models to grow with the Internet of Things.
LUMI represents the value chain of the **system integration** market. An ecosystem that puts people at its center. From the indoor environment in which one works and lives (**SMART BUILDING**), to the outdoor built environment in which the person interacts with the rest of the community (**SMART CITY**) and up to the built landscape, where the individual becomes collectivity (**SMART LAND**).

**TARGET**
LUMI brings together all the factors who, through solutions and services, can design, install, develop, control and manage **SMART SPACES**.
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6,021 Attendees
- 34% Industry
- 26% Designer
- 21% Installers
- 18% other: P.A., facility energy manager

NUMBERS OF THE EXHIBITION
- 200 Companies
- 79 Countries
- 95 Training activities
- 435 CFP assigned
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